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Globalization



Globalization is a complex of diverse
processes, trends, actors and arenas

It encompasses economic, political, social &
cultural spheres and is characterised by
interactivity, interdependence & mobility



We will focus on neoliberal globalization, named
for underpinning ideology and political-economic
organization

Contemporary neoliberal globalization is
latest wave of intensifying global connections
going back centuries

Neoliberal globalization is relatively recent,
associated with ascendancy of neoliberal
regimes in 80s/90s in US & UK



Effects

Development of global financial system & instant
movement of capital, rise of transnational
corporations, global production chains

Fostered by improved communications, logistics,
Free Trade Agreements (FTA), international
institutions like WTO

Reduction of space and time; increased
interdependence, intensified interactions

Effects everywhere: food supply, environment,
education, travel, disease spread, crime,
employment, cultural exchange etc etc etc



Studying globalization

To understand globalization we need an 
approach that centres intertwining of politics 
& economics

That broad approach is IPE – international 
political economy

IPE is a broad church encompassing 
different worldviews and theoretical 
approaches



Focal points

Relationship between power and wealth

Public and private sources of power

Relationship between states & markets

Focus on trade, production & finance

Addresses development, inequality, migration, 
environment etc

Variants of IPE informed by Liberal, Realist & 
Marxist worldviews 



Neoliberal globalization symbolized by Bretton 
Woods post-war system: IMF, World Bank, GATT

Washington Consensus: Recipe for policy change in 
developing world delivered through IMF/WB/WTO

Recipe = Trade liberalization, deregulation, 
privatization

Structural adjustment programs enforced the 
recipe as conditions for loans and financing  



Fundamental change to structures of global 
economy but its not just economics

Globalization is underpinned and constructed by 
an ideological project, i.e. ideas and discourses that 
become ‘common sense’

Vision: deregulated, globalized financial markets, 
free trade, globalized production 



Empowered transnational corporations and capital
banks, manufacturers, services

Transnational corporations among most powerful 
actors in global political economy & pushing neoliberal 
agenda

Technological change –allowing distributed production 
chains, global logistics, instant communication

Territory and distance no longer barriers to 
international economic exchange; financial 
transactions are now ‘virtual’

Control over tech is key part of material power (eg FB & 
Google have greater wealth & user bases than many 
countries)



Hegemonic globalization

Gramsci argued that “consent” was generated by 
hegemony (i.e. influence, authority, domination) of 
ruling classes, by which their moral, political and 
cultural values percolates through society and is 
adopted by masses as their own 

US hegemony: globalization serves US economic 
interests, e.g. through rise of corporations and 
consolidation of US economic power

“US imperialism”: dissemination of ideological 
agenda & material interests facilitated by power 
structures of international institutions



Ruling hegemony in US-led world order is free trade
Claim that free trade benefits all vs reality that it 

benefits the hegemon 
Success of US in reproducing its hegemonic ideas 

demonstrate how dominant a hegemon it has become
Spread of neo-liberal economic ideas – free trade, low 

state spending, privatization of state industry, 
undermine organized labour – benefits rich/core vs. 
poor/periphery

Neoliberal “structural hegemony” of capital became 
orthodoxy –

Thatcher: “there is no other way”



 Globalization has benefitted rich countries most

 Neoliberal prescriptions haven’t helped many of the poorest, 
although developing countries have improved 

 Inequality has grown across the world 

 Not because of increasing poverty, but due to spectacular 
accumulation of wealth among the richest

 Globalization has allowed banks, transnational corporations, 
tech companies, mobile global elites with capital and skills to 
make spectacular economic gains.

 But global economic structures that act against development 
for much of the world left untouched  





 Globalised production allows companies to go anywhere to 
seek cheap & flexible labour

 Companies keep costs low (& profits high) by keeping wages 
low and workers ‘disposable’

 They seek these conditions across the world where govts 
impose little regulation on their activities

 Huge increase in precarious, insecure, unprotected work

 Backbone of global labour force = informal, migrant, 
contract workers

 Labour force feminised- women major component & most 
vulnerable

 Resurgence of slavery, forced labour, child labour across the 
world 



Migration is major bi-product of globalization

Mobile professional class in global cities

Low-paid, low skill migrants seeking economic 
opportunities

Chinese construction workers; Filipina domestic 
service providers; Mexican/East European farm 
labourers etc

Do not have citizenship rights, work protections, 
health benefits etc. “Global Precariat” 



Globalization discontents

 Backlash against free trade by economic nationalists –
Trump killed TPP, wants to renegotiate NAFTA

 UK is leaving the biggest and most integrated free market in 
the world

 Backlash against neoliberal policies on Left – Corbyn, 
Sanders, Podemos etc

 Backlash against corporations – WTO protests, Occupy Wall 
Street, Panama Papers etc

 Backlash against multiculturalism – rise of Far Right in 
Europe

 Cultural refocusing on the local and authenticity 



An alternative model?

As US looks inward can China offer an alternative 
to American-led globalization? 

 Intense global engagement, developing world’s 
major aid donor

Does not require neoliberal restructuring
Established own financial institutions – AIIB
Global vision – rhetorical commitment to free trade 

and action on climate change
Global project – Belt & Road Initiative




